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`whoami'

● Co-founder && CEO @ illuria Security, Inc.

● HEAD @ EVNCERT

● Daemon @ Armenia BSD User Group

● Past: CTO, Systems Engineer

● FreeBSD developer and advocate

● Runs Jabber.am :-)

Disclaimer: I have no idea wtf I’m talking about



Agenda

● Why this talk

● History of containers
○ Containers before it was cool
○ Containers before it made money
○ Containers making (and loosing) money

● Save the whales, drop VMs

● Security in Containers

● What they didn't tell you about Virtualization

● Q&A



Why this talk

● Containers are mainstream

○ /* sigh */ Docker is mainstream

● You're doing it wrong!

● 60% of the time, it works every time



Container Prehistory

● Containers are not new
● Originated with chroot(2)

● [CHROOT]
Dr. Marshall Kirk Mckusick, private communication: ``According to the SCCS 
logs, the chroot call was added by Bill Joy on March 18, 1982 approximately 1.5 
years before 4.2BSD was released. That was well before we had ftp servers of 
any sort (ftp did not show up in the source tree until January 1983). My best 
guess as to its purpose was to allow Bill to chroot into the /4.2BSD build 
directory and build a system using only the files, include files, etc contained in 
that tree. That was the only use of chroot that I remember from the early 
days.''



chroot(2) & chroot(8)

● Detailed history written by Warner Losh

○ Whither chroot? https://bsdimp.blogspot.com/2020/06/whither-chroot.html

● chroot(8) first appeared in 4.3BSD-Reno

https://bsdimp.blogspot.com/2020/06/whither-chroot.html


Jails: Confining the omnipotent root

Jails committed to FreeBSD in 1999 by Poul-Henning Kamp (phk)

The FreeBSD ``Jail'' facility provides the ability to partition the operating 
system environment, while maintaining the simplicity of the UNIX 
``root'' model. In Jail, users with privilege find that the scope of their 
requests is limited to the jail, allowing system administrators to delegate 
management capabilities for each virtual machine environment. 
Creating virtual machines in this manner has many potential uses; the 
most popular thus far has been for providing virtual machine services in 
Internet Service Provider environments.

source: https://docs.freebsd.org/44doc/papers/jail/jail.html

https://docs.freebsd.org/44doc/papers/jail/jail.html


Jails in a nutshell



Solaris Zones: Operating System Support 
for Consolidating Commercial Workloads
This paper introduces Solaris Zones (zones), a fully realized solution for server 
consolidation projects  in  a  commercial  UNIX  operating  system.  By  creating  
virtualized  application  execution environments within a single instance of the 
operating system, ... On the one hand, a system with multiple workloads needs to 
run those  workloads  in  isolation,  to  ensure  that  applications  can  neither  
observe  data  from  other applications  nor  affect  their  operation.  It  must  also  
prevent  applications  from  over-consuming system  resources.  On  the  other  
hand,  the  system  as  a  whole  has  to  be  flexible,  manageable,  and observable,  
in  order  to  reduce  administrative  costs  and  increase  efficiency.  By  focusing  
on  the support  of  multiple  application  environments  rather  than  multiple  
operating  system  instances, zones meets isolation requirements without 
sacrificing manageability



Solaris Zones (cont.)

Consolidation is common in mainframe environments, where 

technology to support running multiple workloads and even 

multiple operating systems on the same hardware has been 

evolving since the late 1960’s



Hardware-level virtualization

● Existed since the 1960s

● Virtualize hardware: CPU, DRAM, I/O, etc.

● Problem:

○ Operating Systems don't work nicely with respecting resources

● Reality:

○ Hardware-level virtualization is de facto in the cloud



Myth: VMs are more secure



Container Design Guideline

● Secure

● Isolated

● Integrated

● Manageable

● Transparent



Linux-VServer

● Set of kernel patches

● Implements OS-level virtualization

● Good documentation

● Old but gold



OpenVZ

● Almost(?) the same as Linux-VServer

● Released: 2005

● Modern and up-to-date



Linux Containers

● LXC, LXD, LXCFS

● Utilizes Linux Kernel features

○ namespaces

○ cgroups

● Works with mainline kernel

● Released: August 6, 2008; 12 years ago



namespace(7) & cgroups(7)

● A namespace wraps a global system resource in an abstraction that 

makes it appear to the processes within the namespace that they 

have their own isolated instance of the global resource.

● Control groups, usually referred to as cgroups, are a Linux kernel 

feature which allow processes to be organized into hierarchical 

groups whose usage of various types of resources can then be 

limited and monitored



Welcome Docker!

● Released: March 20, 2013; 7 years ago

● Used LXC behind the scenes

● Moved to libcontainer one year later

● Allows developers to think operationally

● Encode deployment process via images

● Docker will do to apt what apt did to tar



The container revolution

● Docker has shown container to the masses

● Docker's problems are operational: network, security, persistency

● Security issues is not only from Docker, but from Linux "containers" 

implementation

● Deploying OS containers on "Docker hosts" in VMs negates all the points



LET THE MEMES BEGIN















Moral of the story

● Stop using VMs. Every time you run a VM, a whale dies in the ocean, god 

gets angry, aliens refuse to come, kittens die and Baby Yoda gets sad

● VMs have more attack vectors than containers

● Containers are manageable

● Containers are secure; Linux "containers" have issues

● The world is not monoculture, use other solutions

● "Ok, Antranig, show me alternatives?"



Alternatives

VMs alternatives; I just want a separate environment

● FreeBSD Jails

○ https://antranigv.am/weblog_en/posts/vnet-jail-howto/ 

● SmartOS Zones

○ https://wiki.smartos.org/how-to-create-a-zone/ 

https://antranigv.am/weblog_en/posts/vnet-jail-howto/
https://wiki.smartos.org/how-to-create-a-zone/


FreeBSD Jails @ $HOME



Latest news

● Kubernetes dropping Docker
○ https://www.zdnet.com/article/kubernetes-dropping-docker-is-not-that-big-of-a-deal/
○ https://kubernetes.io/blog/2020/12/02/dont-panic-kubernetes-and-docker/

● Evolving Container Security With Linux User Namespaces
○ https://netflixtechblog.com/evolving-container-security-with-linux-user-namespaces-afbe3308c082

https://www.zdnet.com/article/kubernetes-dropping-docker-is-not-that-big-of-a-deal/
https://kubernetes.io/blog/2020/12/02/dont-panic-kubernetes-and-docker/
https://netflixtechblog.com/evolving-container-security-with-linux-user-namespaces-afbe3308c082


That’s all folks!
Thanks
Q&A

a@illuriasecurity.com
https://antranigv.am/

mailto:a@illuriasecurity.com
https://antranigv.am/

